The range creates a perfect balance
between functionality and design,
between elegance and technology.

loop executive

envy executive

The Envy range of executive furniture
has a strong identity with a great
aesthetic impact.

The elegant design and refined
details are the distinctive features of
the Loop executive range.
Style and professionalism are
in harmony with image and
performance.

With it’s traditional design, it fits
into any working environment and
combines aesthetics and maximum
efficiency.

wavezone open plan

wavezone executive

The Wavezone Executive range is
designed with an organic shaped
desk.

Wavezone is a modular desking
system designed to compliment
the aesthetic appeal of wavezone
executive.
Wavezone creates a work setting
that will advance business goals, and
with the inherent flexibility creates
numerous workspace solutions
for management and clerical
environments.
Screens and accessories, as well
as integrated cable management
solutions are optional, and ensure
that Wavezone can easily be
upgraded and successfully
enhance a company’s image and
performance.
The range includes a variety of
storage units and personal filing
drawers.

The range offers functionality and
design with a minimalistic style.

orbit executive

trim executive

The Trim range is a prestigious
executive collection.

The Orbit Executive range is
distinguishable for functionality and
chromatic features.
Structures of the desks, made of
aluminum frames and joints under
the working tops are integrated
by different storage elements,
complementing the range.
Meeting tables, pedestals and
storage units complete the range.

With its traditional design, the range
fits into any working environment.
Due to the architectural synthesis of
its structural elements the strict lines
offers a style that combines aesthetics
and maximum efficiency.

boardroom/conference tables

panel executive

Panel Executive offers clean lines for
elegant compositions.

Spaces for meeting and conferences
are places of modern productivity.
A functional portfolio of furniture
is needed to finish these
communicative areas.
This can range from multi-part
conference tables to meeting tables
and boardroom tables.

cube reception counter

greet reception counter

reception counter

reception counter

approach

announce

coffee tables

welcome reception counter

By observing and assessing the
research and development both
locally and internationally, the Plan B
Benching system has been designed
and developed to our exclusive
design, and is manufactured locally
at our technologically advanced
manufacturing facilities.
The Plan B Benching system is
aesthetically light and balanced, and
delivers creative solutions to a variety
of space planning and functional
needs.

plan b - management workstations

plan b benching system

Major office furniture manufacturers in
Europe and America, in collaboration
with Architects, Designers and
Organizations worldwide, have
discovered new insight about
benching products and applications.

The 38² Benching system is a modular,
easily configured and re-configured
product, and is manufactured and
assembled using a support beam
based leg system, with additional
architectural beams for supporting
reticulation trays, screening, third level
storage and accessories.

38² benching system

38² benching system

By observing and assessing the
research and development both
locally and internationally, the 38²
Benching system has been designed
and developed to our exclusive
design, and is manufactured locally
at our technologically advanced
manufacturing facilities. The 38²
Benching system is aesthetically light
and balanced, and delivers creative
solutions to a variety of space
planning and functional needs.

The Trileg Benching system is a
modular, easily configured and
re-configured product, and is
manufactured and assembled using
a unique triangular aluminum beam
based leg system, with additional
architectural beams for supporting
reticulation trays, screening, third level
storage and accessories.

trileg - managerial workstations

trileg benching system

The Trileg Benching system is
essentially rows of work surfaces that
are parallel to each other around
a central technology infrastructure,
that conveniently provides access
to power and data and also holds
individual lighting and work tools.
Users sit face-to-face or side-by-side.

